Weather Forecast: Freezing with a Chance
of -- Who Gives a Fuck... It’s Spring Break!”
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New York Times Acquires Buzzfeed

PRICE: 4 Minute Back Massage

Buried
WUnderground
Michael Sam comes
out as Ellen Page
page 9

Kylie got pregnant. March
Fool’s Day! So yeah,
it’s not a joke, Kylie’s
actually pregnant.
page ZB2

he New York Times
has acquired the social
news site Buzzfeed in
the hopes of raising weak readership numbers, particularly
among younger readers.
“It’s a trying era for print
journalism, and here at The New
York Times, we aren’t about to sit
back and let our publication fail.
The fact is, informative newspapers that report actual news are
falling to the wayside, and it’s

T

enough of what they want. We
think the youth are begging for
more topics people can relate to.
Maybe that’s a list of forty-three

new and exciting ways to eat
pickles. Or more stories about
about which Rocket Power charSo that’s what we’ll deliver. Hell,
we’ll probably feature pictures of
ducklings in hats, too. The potential for impact is truly immeasur-

able with this new partnership,” called ‘14 Israeli Diplomats Who
Totally Look Like Puppies,’ and
explained editor Tom Hartley.
I’ve got one about the perils of
new partnership, although it global climate change coming
may seem like an unusual match out tomorrow. That one’s called
‘’29 Glaciers That Will Make
prize winning paper and the Your Heart Melt Faster Than
website known for titles like “21 They Are.”
Other
newspapers
are
Cubist Paintings Of Children
Dying In The Hungarian Civil already jumping on the bandWar That Remind You Exactly wagon of appealing to younger
Of Your Best Friend” and “47 audiences. The Washington
Healthy On-The-Go Breakfasts Post has contracted Upworthy
You Can Make Using Only Car to publish an article titled
Parts And Puppies’ Internal “You WON’T BELIEVE How
Iowa Senator Chuck Grassley
Organs.”
EVERYTHING
The Times already has a CHANGED
team of former Buzzfeed writers About Zoning Laws For Induschurning out pieces on today’s trial Sectors With JUST ONE
THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED
is dedicated to maintaining AND FORTY NINE WORDS.”
As of presstime, StudLife
its reputation as a respectable news source even as they was looking to expand operafeature articles which will be tions by negotiating mergers
more approachable for younger with Wash U Admirers and
Overheard at Wash U. WUnderreaders.
“I’m working on a piece right ground plans to stand strong as
now about the tense situation in a legitimate, independently run
news source.
writer Emily King, age 12. “It’s

Sophomore Feeling Super Bloated for
the Past Eighteen Months
Citing abdominal swelling
and an increase in body weight,
sophomore Miranda Sanders
has reportedly been feeling
increasingly bloated for the past
eighteen months.
“Accch, blaaaauuugh, do
we have to do the interview
now? I’m super bloated today,”
explained Sanders with a Jake’s
Wrap in each hand. “I feel guhContinued on page 3

Student Abroad’s
Stomach Feeling Pretty
Good After Deep Fried
Rat from Street Stand

page 7ii

WUnderground’s March
Madness Bracket Picks:
{ [ [>< ] )>>>< ) } {}
page XV

Sub-Free Dorm Hosts Bring
Your Own Pita Party
page 6d

Report: You May Still be
Drunk from Mardi Gras

page xvii
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Biology Graduate Student Suspended For
Breaking Protocol, Compromising Specimen
During Tentacle Porn Shoot
Last
Biology

Thursday, second-year
graduate student Sara

her position because she had
contaminated an octopus specimen
after improperly using it during

WUnderground
WUnderground is WashU’s
premier [only] satirical
newspaper and should be
taken about as seriously as
any lunch plans you made
drunk at Mardi Gras. However,
the news reported by this paper
at least to our knowledge.
Any resemblance to persons
living, ailing or dead is
entirely intentional.

Although responsible tentacle porn
is a celebrated cornerstone of the
Washington University’s progressive biological research, Shuerthe shoot and produced work that

Corie Miller
President

In a recent statement, the Biology
department expressed its disap-

Whitney Mann
Editor in Chief

for the animal, and unfortunately,
actions.
“We deeply regret our student’s our standards.”
mistakes involving an octopus
According to video footage no
specimen,” researcher Gordon Phal- longer available on pornhub.com,
linger stated. “As one of the nation’s
leaders in the production of responsible tentacle pornography, Schuer- importantly, as stressed by Washington University spokespersons,
line with our department’s policies the recordings reveal that Schuerand protocol. Since the early 1980’s,
Washington University Biology has cles in the usual protective skins
been synonymous with the hygienic or inject the octopus with sedating
and appropriate sexual use of squids, medicine that would prevent it from
mollusks, and cephalopods during excreting harmful ink--her carelessness risked irreversible contaminaAll of our shoots are conducted with tion to the sample.
an emphasis on safety and respect
The chair of the Emory University

Biology department praised Washington University for its swift action
in suspending the student, citing the
importance of safe and responsible
tentacle-centric sexual experiments
for the academic community.
“Sexual tentacle experiments
represent an exciting prospect for
respect and admire Washington
University for drawing the line
between professional and unprofessional tentacle pornography and
addressing the problem approprisuction-cup-octopussy-lovin’...I mean,

It’s like he can’t control his own body.
He’s clearly having withdrawals, and
tells me he would stop taking Advil
if he could just go one night without
drinking himself to oblivion. What
kind of bullshit lie is that?”
In order to address the problem,
the report includes various tips for
identifying and helping addicts.
“This rampant Advil addiction
we are seeing is a classic example
of substance abuse. Frequent, incessant binge drinking is a clever way
for these students to hide that they
have a real problem, but we can
see right through their scheming,”
said Francis Wheaton, Washington
University’s on-site addiction expert.
“Friends and family members must
see past the deception and help these

“super trashed” every weekend, a

of shaky and looks super nauseous.

Sam Blumkin
Brian Cizek
Thomas Cochran
Callan Coghlan
Jamie Gerber
Anat Gross
Clayton Klein

Report: Students Mask Advil Addiction with
Drinking Problem

A recent report warns that Advil tendency which experts now believe
addiction has become a pervasive is simply an excuse for their ineviproblem among the Wash U student table Advil consumption the next
morning.
that consistent Advil consumption
in either pill or liqui-gel form after me to consider the well-being of all
nights of heavy drinking is often of my friends,” explained Junior
indicative of a serious addiction to Ryan Grover. “I have one buddy
who literally asks me for Advil
every morning in class. His eyes are

Nate Blecher

-- even when they complain of hangover-related migraines and sensitivity to loud noises and light. Lying
and denial are two classic characteristics of an addiction.”
The full report, including
ResLife’s tips that Advil should only
be consumed after a meal, with large
quantities of water and fried foods,
parties, can be found on Wash U’s
website.

J.P. Liebenson
Alix Marson
Andrew Miller
Lauren Paley
Brian Ross
Rosie Shanley
Kimball Slade
Mac Slone
Ryan Thier
Juliet Zirn
We are always recruiting new
members. If you would like to
write, edit, doodle, spellczech,
or challenge us to a Sriracha
eating contest email us at:
wunderground@su.wustl.edu,
and join our facebook group.
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American Public Eager for Post-Olympic Coverage to Return
to Focus on Global Warfare, Strife
Although the Sochi Olympic
games have recently come to
a close, the American public is
reportedly looking forward to
keeping themselves entertained
with hours of televised coverage of
several deadly national revolutions
right now across the globe. Thanks
to
extensive
major-network
coverage, Americans will be able
to continue binge-watching global
competition in the form of oppressive governments murdering their
citizens from the comfort of their
own couch.
Area man Nick Nichols
expressed that although he really
will miss male ice dancing, revolutionary civil war ranks second
in his personal entertainment hierarchy, right below the summer
Olympics and right above The
Amazing Race and the World
Cup, which are tied. Particularly
with the Ukranian and Venezuelan Revolutions in full swing,
Nichols reports that there’s sure to
be plenty of coup-d’etats for him

and other Americans to passionately root for during the minute-byedge of their seats, ice-cold brews in
hand.
“You know, the Olympics are
nice, but in some ways, they aren’t
nearly as fun to watch as global
warfare. Let’s be real here, The
Winter Olympics are truly elitist
since people have to spend big
bucks on all that specialized equipment. I mean, it’s not like I have a
snowy mountain in my backyard
or a bobsled laying around my
garage,” Nichols explained. “The
thing is, any climate or economic
environment is good enough to train
amateur soldiers in deadly combat American family rooting for the USA.
and guerilla warfare, so revolutions be nice to spectate some internafrom their television sets.
“You know,” continued Nichols
stories.”
Americans have also expressed later in the interview, “The Olymenthusiasm for a United States
Olympic location in the near future, so I’m happy they’re over with for
now. Like, what is this? Gay people
on American soil since before World can’t come, gay people can come.
War One, and claiming that it would What’s great about a nuclear bomb is

that it doesn’t discriminate! Everyone
explodes into smoke!”
Other polls reveal American opinions that “luging just does not pit
one nation against another the way
guerilla warfare does,” and that, in the
for the gold’ and ‘going for the Middle
East’s oil, anyway?’”

Sophomore Feeling Super Bloated Continued
ross. Dis-GUST-ing. I just wish I
had some Pepto-Bismol to chase
the back of my throat. But I drank
that gallon of ice cream, and now
I’m soooo bloated! I’m not even on
my period!”
Apparently, Sanders started
experiencing chronic symptoms
of bloating a few months after

arriving at Wash U her Freshman
the problems to the stress of a new
for lunch one day, and/or to global
warming, which was probably
changing the composition of the
air she swallowed on a daily basis,
causing her to bloat.
Sanders’ jeans have reportedly

Point

past year or so, which is a sign of
intense bloating, so she has taken
to exclusively wearing leggings.
The wardrobe choice accentuates
lot bigger lately. Sanders expressed
uncertainty as to why her ass has
not been doing squats or anything
like that.

“Once I stop feeling so bloated
I know everything will go back to
as she suppressed a burp. “At least I’m
not like my friend Stacy who got so fat
this year that nobody can believe it.
Thank god my bloating is only temporary!”
As of press time, Sanders is
continuing to wait for her stomach to

Counter-Point

Stalking Me, But It Makes Me
Feel Special.”
by Lily Turner, Freshman Girl.

Oh, Stalker, shall I compare thee
to a summer’s day? You sure are
unavoidable and sweaty. Even
if your heavy breathing from
the corner of my room keeps
me awake at night, it’s nice to
know you’re there. Part of me
wishes you could respect your
restraining order, but you sure

the hospital. You make me so wet
because you spit when you talk. I
do like when I notice you taking
my picture from behind trash cans,
but I don’t like when I see photos
of my face superimposed on Sasha
Grey’s naked body online. The
roses you give me sure are sweet,
but you should know by now that
I’m allergic to them! Silly stalker.
girl in the world when you don’t. All in all, it’s kinda weird to have
Whenever you breathe gently you around all the time, but thanks
into my ear, my heart stops, for making me feel special <3.
and I sometimes have to go to

by That Creepy Stalker Guy on
Campus

made of your pictures, but I wish
you could just go about your day-which I already have completely
know. You really aren’t that excep- memorized-- without wondering
tional. Plus this constant fawning whether I’m lurking around the
is making me feel obligated and
the friggin’ time!!! So, yeah, you
damn busy--I’m taking Chem
Lab this semester and working a anxious. Please leave me alone so I
part-time job--I don’t have time to can continue stalking you in peace.
make you feel special anymore!
Sure, sure, it’s enjoyable for me to
watch you drool in your sleep, and
I do like the collage on my wall I
make you feel special? I also stalk
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Horoscopes

Top 10...

Leo: You will win an Academy
Award for your performance in
What’s Eating Gilbert Grape... In
your dreams.”

Aquarius: The tides of the universe
indicate that your upcoming

Libra: Hopefully you are not
phased by tragic loss and extreme
poverty, since there appears to be
quite a bit of both in your immediate future.

Pisces: If you look up, you’ll see
Mercury in Retrograde, which
mostly indicates that someone
will steal your wallet while you
are distracted looking up at the
sky.

10.

You are destined to get punched
in the nose before the last of Jupiter’s moons sets in the West.

9.

Please take this picture of me
from the side.

Taurus: Your stubbornness may
get you into trouble this month as
you refuse to stop masturbating in
public.

8.

Can I get one of those “smoked
salmon” bagels?

Gemini: Bet the house on red. Seriously, just do it. Red.

7.

The weather generally doesn’t
bother me.

Cancer: Your friendship with John
is like a festering wound, you
need to patch things up or you
will probably contract gangrene.

6.

Are you sure you want thirds?
You look like you’re full.

5.

I found a great deal at the first
store I went to.

4.

I wish I had more body hair.

3.

It’s a little pricier, but it’s
worth it.

2.

Does anyone know the
number for a good lawyer?

Virgo: You will not lose your
virginity this month. Or ever. You
will be a virgin forever.
Scorpio: The stars are aligning in
your favor. Unfortunately they’re
aligning in the shape of a giant,
extraterrestrial dick.

to align in your favor but then
they decided to fuck with Scorpios instead. The cosmos appear
to not care that much about you
this month.
Capricorn: Be mischievous and
you will not be lonesome, keep
being yourself and you probably
will be.

Things No Jew
Has Ever Said

Apology Letter
To the Wash U community:
Here at WUnderground we understand that our
humor may sometimes challenge the status quo,
force you to think critically about yourself, or go
over your head entirely, and for this we want to
extend our sincerest apologies. Because we can’t
following form and pretend that we sent it to you
and/or care.
Most sincerely,
Wunderground
Dear ___________,
We have received your complaint, and on behalf
of all of Wunderground, we would like to extend
our deepest apologies for
throwing food at you and your organization/race/

sexual orientation/deceased mother/dog. Our actions
were inappropriate/warlike/kind of sexy/really sexy
and for them we are very sorry/actually kind of
proud/pursuing litigation/working on a book deal. In
order to prevent such a thing from happening
again, we intend to punish those responsible/defer
blame/stage a coup/work on our stamp collection and
we have even gone so far as to bias report ourselves/
We
out of spite/have stopped checking our mailbox/could
really go for a half and half right now and we hope
that you will
acknowledge us when we wink at you.
Love/Cordially/Yours ‘till the cat meows/Get over yourself,

1.

So there I was trying to fix the
transmission on my Chevy this
weekend...

You don’t need to go to the
dermatologist, that lump definitely isn’t cancer.

What Do You Think?

Mike Rudolph

George Washington

Corey DuPont

“I’ve always wanted to
get a large for the price
of a medium.”

“Sorry, I’m doing the
paleo diet.”

“If you wink twice at the
counter, I may be willing

Fax Machine Salesman

Cheese-ologist

extra too.”

Three-Time R.A.

“I’m still not walking
to the loop.”

Paulina Turner

Recently Filed a Bias Report

“This is so typically
lacto-gluto-normative.”

